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Preface
Welcome to SourceCon’s guide to the wonderful world of
Chrome extensions. This is our 22nd installment in what will be
an ongoing series of short books on Chrome extensions. Each
month, this digital book will introduce you to eight Chrome extensions.

Each extension will be broken down by title, where to find it
and of course, how to use it. Each extension (the good, the bad
and even the ugly) will be dissected and closely examined. A
ranking system will be added to each extension with five
thumbs-up noting the highest rating, and zero for the extensions to avoid. Ease of use, ease of installment, provided results, and placement is all factored into the rating system. Keep
in mind new extensions are added almost every day, and old
ones are expiring just as quickly. At the time of publication,
each extension in this book is alive, doing well and helping us to
better source candidates.
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About Chrome and Chrome Extensions
Google Chrome is a web browser developed by Google. It is fast, simple and very secure to
use. There are three different versions of Chrome.

Chrome – For everyday users

Canary – Designed for developers
Chromium – Open source version

This e-book will focus on extensions and applications specially designed for Chrome. Google
Chrome is ideal for its ability to sync its settings, bookmarks, extensions, and add-ons. With
Chrome, you can log into it on any computer and within minutes have all your extensions, add
-ons, bookmarks, passwords, etc. right there ready to go.

Installing Chrome is easy and simple. Just click install and follow the directions for any other
program. Once installed go to the about tab in settings and make sure you have all the updates and then enjoy.

Chrome extensions are mini-programs that can add the capability to your usage within the
web browser. You can find many of these extensions within the Chrome Store, which is located at the bottom of the extensions tab in your Chrome settings.

Settings can be found by clicking on the three lines in the upper right corner of your browser.
Once you are in your settings, you will also see the option to check a box called “Developer
Mode.” Check this box as this will give you the option to update your extensions manually.
Not all extensions automatically update, so having this option is huge.
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Chrome Web Store Launcher
If you are going to begin your venture into the “Wonderful World of Chrome Extensions,” you have to start with the Chrome Web Store Launcher. Once installed it will
place a clickable picture on your ribbon allowing you to open and search the store without wasting the time of going through the setting.

The picture below shows the ribbon, the web store picture and what it looks like when
you open it. With this extension downloaded, its time to download more extensions for
efficient sourcing.
The Good: One stop shopping for Chrome Extensions and Applications.
The Bad: There isn’t an effective way to organize them from newest to oldest.

The Ugly: Search is not accurate or reliable.
Final Verdict:
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Custom Chrome - Extension Manager
Custom Chrome - Extension Manager is a great extension that allows you to have quick
and easy access to your extensions. You can activate and deactivate any or all of them.
You can group your extensions, allowing for simple, one-click activating and deactivating
of whole groups of extensions. You can search for an extension by just typing in the
search box. One of the things I like best is the list shows up with the active ones first in
alphabetical order, and then the ones that are inactive also in alphabetical order. You
have several options; you can have a compact view, you can choose to show apps or not,
and the apps are marked as apps, you can view change logs and more. Below is what it
looks like.

The Good: Simply the best Chrome extension and app manager there is.
The Bad: I don’t believe in 5 stars, but this is really close. It sometime take a
second to open once clicked
The Ugly: N/A
Final Verdict:
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Anymail Finder
Anymail Finder is a tool and former Chrome extension that can find you work emails on
virtually any site. According to their website, as of March 2018, over 34,000+ companies
have used Anymail finder to find emails successfully. Their goal is to give marketing and
sales teams a product they’ve always wished. According to Anymail, it’s better to charge
for emails that are 100% verified and give the rest away for free. There is a free trial, and
the cost of credit is very reasonable. On their website, you can upload lists, build lists
and more. In the example below I so a NY Times search, and you see it finds work
emails.

Good: It finds work emails
The Bad: It is on the higher side of cost once you get past the free part
The Ugly: Does not always work right
Final Verdict:
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GitHub Search Tool
GitHub Search Tool is a simple but elegant extension that allows you quick searching into
GitHub. It gives you instant access to the GitHub search bar. You can search under a
name, a skill, a location, and nearly anything you want. Just click the icon, input the
search criteria, and then push enter, and away you go, or more specifically, click the icon
or press CTRL(CMD)+SHIFT+F to show the search bar. Type in the search phrase and
press ENTER. In the example below, I searched for Java, Seattle and well I got what I
wanted.

The Good: This is were the term simple is best. It’s simple, quick and works.
The Bad: Would be nice if we could select if we want repositories, people,
projects etc.

The Ugly: N/A
Final Verdict:
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Human Predictions
Human Predictions is a great tool, that does a lot. It finds contact information, social sites,
and allows you to add people to the Human prediction’s lists. It works in LinkedIn, Twitter,
GitHub, and many other sites. It also has a site of its own that does a lot and is a complete
sourcing solution that allows you to search, get contact information, communicate, and provides a unique layout that includes: work history, skills, events, education, connections, a bio,
conferences, meetups, and much more. Below is the information you can get with this extension.

The Good: This extension does get you work emails, sometimes!

The Bad: It is a little slow to load.
The Ugly: N/A
Final Verdict:
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X-notifier
X-notifier is a Chrome extension that allows you to get notified of emails from many different email domains, such as Hotmail, Yahoo, Gmail, AOL and many, many more. X-notifier
checks your webmail accounts and notifies the number of unread emails. You can also get
notification from social sites such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and others. Below, you
will see the options menu, see I have Hotmail hooked up, and to the left, you can add more
and using scripts you can add even more.

The Good: Great, you can do so much, and while you need scripts, it is not hard
to use and they supply the scripts and dummy proof instructions that are so
simple a caveman can do it.
The Bad: Would be nice it if was more automated without needing scripts.

The Ugly: N/A
Final Verdict:
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Wordtracker Scout
Wordtracker Scout uncovers information and insights on any site, page, or document on
the web. With this tool, you get page summary keywords, deep insights as to overall meaning and focus of the site, paged or document, and the ability to copy the words and results.
Now, how does this help? It helps you analyze what a great candidate's resume or web
page might look like. This enables you to find more and also determine which search criteria to use for searches. Below, is what is shown on my website.

The Good: This tool provides a great deal of information about a website, document, and more.
The Bad: Be nice if there was a built in dictionary for words so we knew what
they all meant. However, you can combine it with other ext. that do this.
The Ugly: N/A
Final Verdict:
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Wildfire
Wildfire is a Chrome extension that records your browser actions and then allows you to
replay them immediately. What this means is you can have activities that you perform
over and over again, recorded so that instead of having to do them all over again and
waste time, they can all be done automatically. Example: you search for resumes that are
PDFs, then you download them using a download ext. This all takes 10 minutes to do all
the typing and then downloading, etc. With this ext. It would be one click and go, and
cut your time by 80%. Below is an example of how it looks and how simple it is as it is a
simple connect the dots.

The Good: One of the simplest automation tools there is, and it works. Simple and allow it to record your mouse clicks, verify them, and your done.
The Bad: Sometimes you need to record a set of actions more than once, but
that is rare.
The Ugly: NA
Final Verdict:
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WiseStamp
WiseStamp is an extension that gives you email signatures in Gmail. These signatures are
robust; they allow for social links, logos, multiple signatures, and more. All you do is add
what you want the signature block to look like, save it and form that point on when you
send an email, and the signature block will appear. Below you see what mine looks like.

The Good: This is a simple tool that provides a simple signature block in Gmail.
The Bad: It would be nice if it had more ability to make changes within Gmail as
opposed to WiseStamp.

The Ugly: N/A
Final Verdict:
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